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10 all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ALEXANDER MELZER, 

of the city, county, and State of New York, 
have invented a new and Improved Loom for 
Weaving Netted Fabrics, of which the follow 
in g is a speci?cation. 
The object of my invention is to provide a 

new and improved loom which can be adjust 
ed to be adapted for weaving netted fabrics 
of any desired pattern. 
The invention consists in a loom provided 

with a loosely-mounted twister for each pair 
of warp-threads, the warp-threads passing 
longitudinally through the twister and through 
opposite eyes at edges of one end of the twister, 
whereby the warp-threads will be twisted when 
the spool is rotated. Around each twister a 
cord is coiled having a weight attached to its 
lower end and having its ‘upper end attached 
to a pivoted lever connected with atreadle, 
whereby all the twisters connected with this 
treadle will be revolved when the- treadle is 
depressed, and all the corresponding warp 
threads will be twisted, the combination of 
the twisters and treadles being varied as the 
design may require. ‘ 
The invention further consists in a separate 

pair of heddles for each pair of warp-threads, 
which heddles areformed of two vertically-slid 
ing and longitudinally-slotted bars connected 
by a cord passing over a pulley of the loom 

I frame, one of the bars being connected with a 

at 

pivoted lever connected with a treadle, the 
other bar being provided with a weight for 
drawing it downward. In the slot of each slid‘ 

‘ ing bar a hook provided with a bend or swell 

45 

ing in its shank is pivoted and is pressed into 
the slot by a spring. The hook of one sliding 
heddle-bar is pivoted in the upper end of the 
slot, and the hook of the other bar is pivoted 
in the lowerend of the slot in the said bar, so 
that when the heddle-operating treadle is de 
pressed the hooks will be forced outward by 
the swelled portion of the hooks striking the 
edges of apertures of the platform or guide 
frame, and will catch the warp-threads and sep 
arate them. . 

Theinvention further consists in the arrange 
ment and, construction of parts and details, as 
‘will be more fully described hereinafter, and 
pointed out in the claims. ' 

I Reference is to be had tothe accompanying 
drawings, forming part of this speci?cation,in ’ 
which similar letters of reference indicate cor 
responding parts in all the ?gures. ‘ 

Figure 1 is a sectional plan view of my im 
proved loom for weaving netted fabrics. Fig. 
2 is a longitudinal sectional elevation of the 
same on' the line arm of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a side 
elevation of the heddles. Fig. 4. is a longitudi 
nal sectional elevation of one of the heddle 
bars on the line 2 z of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a lon 
gitudinal sectional elevation of a twister. Fig. 
6 is a front end elevation of the same. Fig. 
7 is a crosssectional elevation of the same on 
the line y y of Fig. ,5, showing also the cord 
and weight by which it is rotated. Fig. 8 is 
a plan view of a sample of a certain pattern 
of the netted fabrics made with my improved 
loom. > 

Each pair of warpthreads T’ T2 is wound 
on one of a series of spools, A’, loosely mount 
ed on transverse rods or shafts A2 of the loom 
frame B. A cord, B’,is attached to and wound 
several times around each spool, and has a 
weight, B2, at its lower end, and thus keeps the 
warps taut. From the spools A’ the pairs Aof 
warp-threads pass through guides O, and from 
these guides each pair A is passed longitudi 
nally through the central longitudin al aperture, 
0’, ofaseparate twister, D, loosely mounted in a 
standard, E, and provided with a ?ange, D’, 
at the end farther from the spools A’. Each 
twister D is further provided with a circular 
rib, ‘D2, at the end toward the spools. A’, and 
with a circular rib, D3, resting against the 
standard E, the twister being held in the ap 
erture inthe standard E by the ?ange D’ and 
the rib D3, as shown in Fig. 5. The‘ end of 
the twister D farther from the spools A’ (which 
shall be known as the “front” end) isprovided 
with two central wire loops or eyes, F’ F, 
through which the threads T’ T2 pass, one 
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thread passing from the center of the twister - 
through an eye or loop, G’, near the circum 
ferencp of the front or ?anged end of the 
twister, and the other thread passing through 
an eye or loop, G2, near the circumference of 
the front or ?anged end of the twister D and 
diametrically opposite the loop G’. The ?ange 
D’ is provided with a notch, E’, in its edge, 
and a spring, E2, attached to the standard E, 
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rests against the edge of’ this ?ange, as Fig. 6 
shows. ‘A cord, H, is coiled one or more times 
around the twister D, between the ribs ,D2D3, 
and a weight, H’, is suspended from the lower 
end of this cord H, the upper end of this cord 
being attached to one end of a lever, J’, piv 
oted on the top ‘of the frame B of the loom. 
The other end of this lever is connected by a 
cord, K’, with a treadle, L’. One or more 
cords, H, may be attached to the lever J’, the 
remaining cords H being attached to a like le~ 
ver, J2, connected byacord, K2, with a treadle, 
L2. More treadles L’ L2 and levers J’ J2, 850., 
may he provided, and the several cords H may 
be connected with the-variousleversJ’J2,&c., 
as the pattern of the netted fabric may re 
quire. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, there are 
six twisters D, three being connected with the 
lever J’ and three with the lever J2. The sev 
eral standards E rest on and are secured on a 
platform, M, rcstiu g on the loom-frame B. 
From the twisters D the threads T’ T? pass to 
the heddles N. Each pair of heddles consists 
of two vertically-sliding bars, N’ N2, guided by 
the apertured platform M and an apertured 
frame, 0, these bars N’ N2 being both sus 
pended from a cord, P, passing over a pulley, 
Q, suspended from the upper part of the frame 
B. One bar-for instance, N’-of each pairof 
heddles is connected by a wire or cord, M’, 
with a lever, P’, pivoted to the frame, and hav 
iug its free end connected bya cord, Q’, with 
a treadle, L3. The other bar, N2, of each pair 
of heddles has a weight, B, suspended from 
its lower end. Each bar N’ or N2 is provided 
with a longitudinal slot, S, in which a heddle 
hook, T, is pivoted, this hook being pressed 
into the slot S by a spring, S’, attached to the 

The shank of the hook T is pro 
vided with a bend or swelling, S2, extending in 
a direction opposite to that in which the hook 
extends. The hook T of one bar-for instance, 
Nz-is pivoted at the upper end of the bar, 
and the point of the hook projects upward, and 
the hook T of the other bar, N’, is pivoted at 
the lower end of the bar, and the point of the 
hook projects downward. Each pairAof warp 
threads has a separate pair of heddles, N, con 
structed as described, and the threads rest 
against the edges of the bars N’ N2, as shown 
in Fig. 1, from which edges the hooks T will 
project when ‘the loom is operated, as will be 
fully set forth hereinafter. After passing the 
heddles N the threads T’ T2 pass through 
guides V’ and through a batten or reed, U, at 
tached to the lower end of a lever, U’, pivoted 
to the top of the frame B, and having its up 
per end drawn to the rear of the frame B by 
a spiral or other spring, U2, whereby the bat 
ten is forced to the front of the loom-frame. 
The completed fabric W passes over a roller, 
V, and is wound on a beam, Y. 
The operation is as follows: I will ?rst de 

scribe the operation of the twisters D, then 
that of the heddles N, and then the various 
modi?cations in the combinations of the twist 
ers D. If the treadle L’ or L2 is depressed, the 

front end of the corresponding lever, J’ or J2, 
will be lowered and. the rear end willberaised, 
and consequently all the cords H attached to 
the lever that is operated will be pulled up 
ward, and as these cords pass around the twist 
ers D the corresponding twisters will be re 
volved in the direction of the arrow a’, Figs. 
6 and 7, the weights H’ being raised accord- ~ 
ingly. When a twister has made one revolu 
tion in the direction of the arrow a’the spring 
E2 snaps into the notch E’ again. When the 
treadle L’ or L2 is released the weights H’. will 
pull the cords H downward again, and would 
rotate the twisters in the reverse direction to 
that indicated by the arrow a’; but as each 
twister is held by its spring E2 such re 
verse movement of the spool is prevented, and 
the cords H, which are drawn downward by 
the weights H’, slide or slip over the surface of 
the twisters D, thereby lowering the rear end 
and raising the front end of the lever J’ and J2 
and raising the corresponding treadle, L’ or L2. 
Every time one of the treadles L’ or L2 is de 
pressed the aboveoperation is repeated. When 
the treadles L’ or L2 areoperated the threads T’ 
T2 of the warps are'not to be separated by the 
heddles. Every time a twister D is rotated the 
threads T’ T2 will receive one twist, for the 
threads T’ T2 pass through diametrically-oppo 
site eyes G’ G2 on- the twisters D, and as the 
ends of the threads are held ?rmly (at the end 
of the completed part of the fabric) it is evi 
dent that a rotation of atwister D will cause 
twisting of the corresponding threads T’ T2. 
These threads will, however, not become 'so 
tightly twisted in the rear of the twister-that 
is, between the twister and spool--butwhat the 
tension of the said threads will be suf?cient to 
cause them to pass through the said twister in 
the operation of the loom. _ 

In the case shown three and three twisters 
are combined ; but, ifdesired, each twister may 
be operated independently. Two and two may 
be combined, or two and four, or three and 
two, or four and two, or one and ?ve—that is, 
the twisters may be combined in any desired 
manner, so that a certain number of them will 
be revolved simultaneously, according to the 
pattern desired. As has been stated, the 
threads T’ T2 rest against the edge of their 
corresponding pair of heddles, which draws 
them apart when desired. If the treadle L3is 
depressed, as shown in Fig. 2, the heddle-bars 
N’ are lowered and the bars N2 are raised, and 
the threads T’ T2 are separated. If the treadle 
L3 is released, the weights R will-pull the bars 
N2 downward and the bars N’ will be raised, 
as the bars N’ and N2 are connected by the 
cord P passing over the pulley Q. When the 
treadle L3 is at rest the bar N2 is in the posi 
tion shown in Fig. 4 in relation to the aper 
tured guide-plate O, the spring S’ pressing the 
hook T into the slot S; but when the treadle 
L3 is depressed and the bar N2 is raised the 
swelled part S2 of the hook T strikes the edge 
of the aperture of the guide-frame O, and the 
hook T is pressed out of the slot S, catches 
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' the thread T’ or T2, and‘raises it. The hookT 
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of the bar N’, which is lowered, ispressed out-_ 
‘ward by striking the edge of the aperture in 

- the platform M, and catches the other thread - 
and passes it down,as shown in Fig. 3. When 
the treadle L3 is released the bars N’ N2 return 
to their original position, (by the action of the 
weight L1,) the hooksT are pressed inward by 
their springs S’, and the threads T’ T2 are re 
leased. The above operation of the heddles 
is repeated every time the treadle L3 is oper 
ated. The platformM and the frame 0 are 
at such a distance apartthat the swelled part 
of the hook T of the bar N’ does not come in 
contact with the aperture in the platform M 
until the hook has passed the upper thread, 
T’, and the swelled part of the hook T of the 
bar N2 does not come in contact with the aper 
tureof the frame 0 until the hook has passed 
the lower thread, T2, whereby the hooks are 
caused to engage with their proper threads of 
each pair of warps. 
To make the netted fabric the operation is 

as follows: The twisters D having been com 
bined according to the desired pattern, the 
operator ?rst pushes back the reed U, then de 
presses and releases the treadle L’ or L2, (ac-‘ 
cording to the pattern .desirech) whereby the 
corresponding threads, T’ T2,.are twisted; then 
the treadle L3 is depressed for the purpose of 
separating the threads T’ T”; then the shuttle 
is passed through between the separated 
threads T’ T2, the reed N is released and drives 
the weft home, the reedis again pushed back, 
860. The weft may consist of a single or mul 
tiple thread of one or more colorsand of vari— 
ous materials. _ 

In the specimen of netted fabric shown the 
?rst, third, and ?fth pairs of warps are twisted‘ 
at the same time, and the second, fourth, and 
sixth pairs are twisted next time. If this is 
the case, it is evident that the weft cannot cross 
the warp on a straight line, but must form a. 
waving line, as it is held by alternate pairs of 
warps; or, in other words, if the weft is passed 

' through the warp, and then the ?rst, third, and 
?fth pairs of warps are twisted, the weft will 
be held by these warps, and the next time it 
will be held by the second, fourth, and sixth 
pairs of warps, 850.; but, as has been stated, 
the arrangement of the warps may be modi?ed 
as may be desired. If a pair of warps are 
twisted two or more times before passing the 
weft through it, it is evident that the serpen 
tine lines of the weft will be more distinct than 
_if the warps are twisted once only. 

. forth. 

Having thus fully described myinvention, 
I claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent-4 . 

1. The combination, with the twister D, pro 
vided with the ?anges D2 D3 and the treadle 
L’, of the cord H, coiled around the said twister, 
the weight H’, the centrally-pivoted-lever J’, 
and the cord K’, substantially as and for the 
purpose set forth. ' 

‘ 2. The combination, with the twister D, pro 
vided with the notch E’, the standard E, andv 
the treadle L’, of the spring E2, thecord H, 
the weight H’, the centrally-pivoted lever J’, 
and the cord K’, substantially as andfor the pur 
pose set forth. 

3. The combination, with the apertured plat 
form and frame,‘ of the vertically-reciprocating 
heddle-bars, hooks pivoted in said bars, and 
mechanism for operating said heddle-ba'rs, sub 
stantially as and for the purpose set forth. 

4. The combination, with the treadle L3, the 
cord Q’,_the lever‘ P’, the cord M’, and the pul 
ley Q, 'of the ‘reciprocating bars N’ N”, the cord 
P, and the. weight R, substantially as and for 
the purpose set forth. 

5. The combination, with the apertured plat 
form M, the apertured frame 0, the treadle L3, 
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the cord Q’, the lever P’, the cord M’, the cord . 
P, and the pulley Q, of the reciprocating bars 
N’ N”, the pivoted hooks T, the springs S’, and 
the weight R, substantially as and for the pur 
pose set forth. 

6. The combination, with the apertured plat 
form M, the apertured frame 0, and theoper 
ating mechanism, of the slotted reciprocating 
bars N’ N 2, the pivoted hooks T, provided with 
the swelling S2, and the springs S’, substan 
tially as and for the purpose set forth. 

7. The combination, with the heddle‘bars N’ 
N2, of the- cord P, the pulley Q, the guide 
frames M O, the lever P’, the cord M’, the weight 
R, the connecting rod or cord Q’, and the treadle 
L3, substantially as herein shown and described, 
and for the purpose set forth. ‘ . 

8. The combination, with the reed U, of the 
heddlebars N’ N2, the cord P, the pulleyQ, 
the cord M’, the leverP’, the cord Q’, the treadle 
L3, and the weights 1t, substantiallyas herein 
shown and described, and for the purpose set 

ALEXANDER MELZER. 

‘Witnesses: 
OSCAR F. GUNZ, 
GEo. D. WALKER. . 
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